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Introduction 
The finite groups with periodic cohomology and the groups of cohomological 
dimension ~1 are well known. Here we combine these two concepts by considering 
groups which have periodic cohomology after l-step, i.e. groups for which the 
functors H’(G, -) and H’+q(G, -) are naturally isomorphic for some qz 1 and all 
ir2. 
We suspect hat periodicity in the cohomology of a group 5 arises from the finite 
subgroups of G and we show that 
(i) Every countable (or x,) torsion-free group with periodic cohomologv afte: . 
l-step is free (Corollary 3.4). 
(ii) A torsion group G has period q after l-step if and only if G is a countable 
locally finite group and every finite subgroup of G has period q. 
On the other hand we give an example of a group G which is the fundamental 
groirp of a graph of finite cyclic groups {hence every finite subgroup of G has 
periodic cohomology with period 2) a,rd yet G does not have periodic cohomology 
after any finite number of steps. 
The paper is organized as follows: We first examine the fundamental group G of 
a graph (9, X) of finite groups and we show that G has period q after l-step if and 
only if every vertex group G,, has period q and there is a compatible family 
{g,,; o e vert X} of maximal generators (Theorem 2.1). 
The definition of compatibility is given in Section 2 and it follows that a 
compatible family of maximal generators exists if and only if there is an element 
geHq(G, 2) such that for every vertex group G,, rest,(g) E Hq(G,, 2) is a 
maximal generator for G,. 
We then show that if the first Betti number of the grapl. X is finite and every 
vertex group has period q then the fundamental group has period p! after l-step for 
some n = 0 (mod q) (Corollary 2.3). 
We suspect that every group G with periodic co!lomology after l-step is the 
fundamental group of a graph of finite groups with periodic cohomology and we 
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prove this conjecture for the cases when G is torsion and when G is a countable (or 
merely x,,) direct limit of finitely generate+ accessible groups. 
To conclude, we must mentio&l the foll4ng result due to Brown [l]: 
Theorem. Let G be a group qf finite virtwl cohomological dimension k. Then G 
has periodic cohomolog_y after k-steps if and on& if every finite subgroup of G has 
periodic cohornoklg-v. 
Note, however, that our groups are not necessarily of finite virtual cohomological 
dimension. 
1. A remark 
In [6] it is 
only if there 
on cup product 
shown that a group G has period q after k-steps (4~ 1, k>O) if and 
is a projective resolution P, of G 
P,: .**-+P,,,-‘P,,_ 1 +**-+P,+Z-+C 
1x 
RI, 
and an element h E Ext~!&(R,, Rx) such that for every ZG-module A, cup product 
with h 
U h : Ext;,(&, A)+Ext$(R,, A) 
is an isomorphism for ir 1 and an epimorphism for i = 0. We take RO = 2. 
So if CR. A _ cI -+ Rk is ;! cocycle representing h, then 
(*) 
11’ lifts ‘3 a chain map hi : P, 1 Rk + C,-+P* / Rk of degree -q and this chain map 
induxs cup product with h. 
Now assume that H’(G, P) = 0 for q + 1 s i_c q + A and all projective ZG-modules 
P, then we c;ln e!;tend h’ in (*) on the right down to dimension q, i.e. there are 
homomorphisms 11,: Pq +,--+P, (O&(k), g’: R,-+Z so that the diagram 
O------+ R k+q jpk +y-- 1 -----+..-p ----+R 4 4 -0 
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It is now clear that the f r::owing holds: 
Proposition 1.1. Let G be a, group which has period q after k-steps and suppose that 
H’(G, P) = 0 for q + 1 I is q -t k and all projective Z&nodules P. Then there is an 
element g E Kq(G, Z) such that for any ZG-module A, cup product with g 
Ug: Hi(G, A)--+Hi+q(G, A) 
is an isomorphism Jar i > k and an c;imorphism for i = k, 
2. Graphs of finite groups with period 9 
It is well known [2, Chap. XII] that a finite group G has period q if and only if 
Hq(G, Z) = Z/lGl Z. Any gt;-nerator gE Hq(G, Z) is then called a maximal 
generator for G and has thz property that for every ZG-module A cup product 
with g 
Ug: H’(G, A)-,Hifq(G, A) 
is an isomorphism for i? 1 and an epimorphism for i=O. Moreover, if S is a 
subgroup of G, then ress(g) E Hq(S, Z) is a maximal generator for S. 
Recall that a graph of groups (I;(/, X) [7] consists of a connczted non-empty graph 
X, a group G, for each u E vert X, and a group GP for each eE edge X, together 
with a monomorphism G,-+GI(,); it is also required that G, = Gp. Hence if .d is an 
orientation of the graph X, then for every eE d there are given two monomor- 
phisms 
ie.0 : G, -+ GO(,) and i, , : G, -+GIf,). 
Now let (9; X) be a graph of finite groups and assume that every vertex group 
G,, has period q. If g,, EW(G,, Z) is a maximal generator for G,, then the family 
{g,,; v E vert X} of maxim;tl generators is called compatible if 
i&Agocej) = i$(gl(P)) for every eE .4 
where i&, iz, are the maps of c(Dhomology induced by &, O, i, I respectively. 
Theorem 2.1. Let ( 9, X) be a graph of finite groups and G its fundamental group. 
Then G has period q after l-step if and on/y if every vertex group G, has period 
q and there is a compatible family (8,; v E vert X) of maximal generators. 
roof. For any ZG-module A *ae have the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for ( ‘4; X) [3] : 
0 
l-l r-,, 
u E vert X
~~~*Hq(G, A) ’ n Wq(G,, ,494 n (G,, A)+... 
IJEVrrt x eE Y’ 
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where the map Q is given by 
e ( > n f” = I-I (k&(fo(e)) - it$(ft(e,)h "f0 E H4G’ Ah V e 
Assume that ail vertex groups G, have period q and that there is a compatible 
family (8,; u E vert X} of maximal generators. Consider the Mayer-Vietoris 
sequence with coefficients in 2. Now 
and by compatibility 
Hence by the exactness of (*) there is an element g E Hq(G, 2) with res,(g) = go for 
all u E vert X. 
By naturality of the Mayer-Vietoris sequence we obtain a skew commutative 
ladder 
rI res,, 
. ..---) H’(G,A) I, n H’(G,, A) 5 n H’(G,. A) ---) H’+‘(G, A) -_)... 
vtzvert X 4E.d 
U‘!? 
1 
n res I) t”g~,jj IJ f”ge)i uJfi 
‘,: 
. . . -+Hit9(G, A); n H’+9(Gt,, A)$ n H’+‘(G,, A)jH’+” + ‘(G, A)-)- 
tafz ic’rt .Y eE Y’ 
IIt follows now from the 5-Lemma that for any ZG-module A cup product with g 
Ug : H’(G, A)-Q-li+9(G, A) 
is an isomorphism for all i 22. 
Hence G has period q after l-step. 
For the converse note that if P is a projective ZG-module, then H’(G,, P) = Q = 
H’(G,, P) for all .i 11 f ZI E vert X and eE ,d. Hence from the exactness of (*) it 
follows that H’(G, P) = 0 for i 12. Therefore if G has perioli q after l-step, then by 
Proposition 1.1 there is an element g E H”(G, Z) such that for every ZG-module A 
cup product with g 
Ug: H’(G, A)-Wi+17(G, A) 
is an isomorphism for i 2 2 and an epimorphism for i = 1. Now by Shapiro’s Lemma 
r-es, (g) = gt, E HY(G,,, Z) is a maximal generator for G,, u c vert X and moreover 
from the Mayer-Vietoris sequence we obtain that ~(fl_,,,, .y g,) = 0, i.e. the family 
I !gtj; o E vert X) of maximal generators is compatible. 
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Note that Theorem 2.1 could have been stated as: 
Theorem 2.1’. Let (9, X) be a graph of finite groups and G its fundamental group. 
Then G has period q after l-step if and only if there is an element g E HQ(G, 2) 
such that for every u E vert X, res,(g) = g, E Hq(G,, 2) is a maximal generator for 
Go* 
We shall give an example of a graph of finite cyclic groups for which there is no 
compatible family of maximal generators. Note that a finite cyclic group has period 
2. 
2.2. (a) Let N =(x) be a cyclic group of order n and C=(y) an infinite cyclic group. 
Let now y act on N by y-‘xy =x’ (r, n) = 1 and let G be the semidirect product 
G= Nl C. Then G can be thought of as the fundamental group of a graph of 
groups (9, X) where vert X= {o}, edge X= (e,p}, G,= GP= N and the two 
monomorphisms ie. o, ie, t : N-N are the identity and multiplication with r respec- 
tively. Now, N has period 2k for every k E IbJ, and the restrictions 
i~o,i~r : H2k(N, Z)+HZk(N, 2) * 9 
are given by the identity and multiplication with rk respectively. Thus if m is 
the smallest integer with r”= 1 (mod n), then by Theorem 2.1 G has period 2m 
after l-step. We claim that 2m is actually the minimal period fcr G. Indeed, 
since H’(N, 2) = 0 for i odd the Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence for 
1 -+N-+G -C--+ 1 yields 
H2k(G, 2) = H”(C, H2k(N, 2)) = ker((rk - 1) : Z/nZ -+ Z/d). 
Hence m is the minimum number with HZk(G9 2) = Z/nZ, and so G cannot have 
period less than 2m. 
(b) We construct a graph of groups ($ X) as follows: The graph X has vertices 
vert X= {Vi ; i E N } and edges edge X = { ej, &, fi, J; i E hl } with origin and terminal 
given by 
o(q) = O(J) = t(J) = vi and t(ei) = O(ei + 1)y i&J. 
Let p be an odd prime and put G,,, - G, = GA = Z/p’Z the monomer 
and if,,O being the identities, ic,,! .l Z/p’Z+Z/p’+‘Z being given by l+p and if,,r=~i 
where (xi is any primitive automorphism of Z/‘p’Z. Consider the fundamental 
group G of (9, X) 
G=(X;,t;; $“= I,x~“+~ =x;,f;lx;t;=xq:iE N>. 
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Then G cannot have period q after l-step as by 2.2(a) its subgroups Hi = (xi, ti) = 
(Z/p’Z) >i Z have minimal period 2p’- ‘(p - 1) for every i ~1. 
Let now (s, X) be a graph of finite groups with period q, .d an orientation of A 
and T a maximal tree of X. Moreover, let { gi; v E vert X} be a farr ily of maximal 
generators and v, a vertex of X. Clearly there is an edge e with e E ,.d nedge T so 
that v. = o(e) or 0, = t(e). Suppose that v, = o(e) and let gOtej =gi,. Since &?O(gO(e)), 
i$(g&,) are both maximal generators for G,, there is an integer n, prime to 1 G,’ 
such that 
Let Ae be an integer ic,uch that (A,, jGI&= 1 and APne= 1 {mod lG&. Such an 
integer always exists. Now let g&= rl,gtIe). Note that since e E edge T, o(e) # t(e). 
Clearly gl(,) is a maximal generator for GttPj and moreover 
It is easy to see that in this way we obtain a family {g,; v E vert X) of maximal 
generators uch that 
and 
Now let 
i:l,(&?(Pl) = i:I (g,,,,) if 
i&(&(EJ,) = lu, i:I (& ?)) 
us assume that there is 





kth cup product powers {gi; v E vert X] is a family of maximal 
and moreover, 
i&(g&,) = izI,,g:(,,) if e E .d rl edge T 
i&&(e)) = i:o:i ’ l* = t&$(&(e))k = iz,(g,“(,,) if eE .3/ \,dnedge T. 
family (8:; u E rc ) is compatible. Thus by Theorem 2.1 we obtain 
eE .dnedge T 
with (p,,]Gel)=l if eE.d\.dnedgeT. 
a natural number k such that 
all eE .*’ \.3/nedge T. 
that the fundamental group G of ( 14; X) ha> Dcriod qk after 1 -step. 
Now such an integer k exists when the nunker of ec.@ not in T is finite, i.e. when 
the first Betti number of real(X), the realiz;)tiS- 1cf the graph X, is finite. HLnce we 
ha! e proved: 
Corollary 2.3. Let ( C, , .Yu) be a graph of fixite youps with period q and G its fun- 
damentd group. [f the first Betti number of rg al(X) is finite, then G has period n 
after 1 -step for some n = 0 (mod q). 
/f now X is a tree, then G has period q aft,. , step. 
?dote that lhe last remark covers, in particular, the case when G is a countable 
locally finite group [6]. 
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3. Groups with period q after l-step 
Proposition 3.1. Ifan infinite group G has period q after l-step, then there is a pro- 
jective ZG-module P so that HI@, P) # 0. 
Proof. Since G has period q after 1 -step there is an exact sequence 
O-+R, -+Pq-+Pq_ 1 +..-+P, +P,+Z*Q 
I2 $1 , 
4 RI 
with Pi projective ZG-moduls, 05 i s q. 
Consider the shiart exact sequence O+R1 + Pq+ R, -+O and the associated long 
exact sequence of H’(G, -) 
(*) O+H’(G, R,)-+H’(G, P,)+H’(G, R,)+H’(G, R,)--+H’(G, Pq)+ 
. NOW H”(G, P) = 0 for any projective ZG-module P, since G is infinite. hence from 
(*) we obtain 
O+H’(G, RJ+H’(G, Pq)+... 
but H’(G, R,) #O, whence the result follows. 
Now a group G is called accessible [4] if it is the fundament4 group of a graph 
of groups (:4, X) satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) every edge group is finite, 
(ii) for every vertex group G,, H1 (G,, ZG,,) = 0. 





of a graph of groups (3; X) satisfying the following conditions: 
the underlying graph X is finite, 
every edge group is finite, 
every vertex group G, is a finitely generated group with H’(G,,, ZC,,) = 0. 
Theorem 3.2. Let G = l&i,=, Gi where Gi are finitely generated accessible sub- 
groups of G and the directed set I has cardinality / 11 = x,,. If G has period q ufter 
l-step, then G is the fundamental group of a graph of firzite groups with period q. 
Proof. Consider the finitely generated accessible group G; for some ie I. By 
definition G; is the fundamental group of a finite graph of groups ( :hi, Xi) with 
H1 (Gi,,, ZGi,,) = 0 for every vertex group Gi,, v E vert X,. Since Gi, is finitely 
generated it follows that H’(Gi,, P) = 0 for any projective ZGi,-module P. But 
Gi,, being a subgroup of G, has period q after l-step, hence by Proposition 3.1, 
Gi,, is finite. Thus (;i is the fundamental group of a graph of finite groups, hence 
cd, Gi 5 1, where Q is th c field of rational numbers. NOW G = l$iEl Gi with 
cd, G,r 1 and 111 =x,,, hence by [J] cd, G52 + n. But since H’(G, A)= 
HA “(G 9 A) for A > 2 and any ZG-module A, it follows that in fact cti, G 5 1. The - 
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result now is a consequence of Dunwoody’s generalization of the Stallings-Swan 
theorem [4]. 
Corolllaiy 3.3. Lel C: be as in Theorem 3.2 and assume that G has period q after 
1 -step. Then there exists an element g E HB(G, 2) so that for any W-module A cup 
product with g 
Ug: H’(G:A)-+Hi+q(G, A) 
is an isomorphism for i > 1 and an epimorphism for i = 1. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.2, G is the fundamental group of a graph of finite groups 
( -4, X). Now by using the proof of Thmrem 2.1 we obtain the result. 
Corollary 3.4. If G is a torsion-free group with 1 Gi = x,, 
l-step, then G is free. 
Proof. By GruShko’s Theorem every finitely generated 
cesziblc. The result now follows from Theorem 3.2. 
and C has period q after 
torsion-free group is ac- 
Proposition 3.5. Let L,‘ be a torsion group which has period q after I-step. Then 
G is a countable locally finite group. 
Prod, Let K be a finitely generated subgroup of G. Then as K is a finitely 
generated torsiion group, we have that H’(K, ZK) = 0, hence H’(K, P) =0 for any 
projective ZG-module P. But K, as a subgroup of G, has period q after l-step, hence 
by Preposition 3.1, K is finite. Thus G is locally finite. Moreover, every finite p- 
subgroup of G has period q and hence it is either cyclic or generalised quaternion 
[Z, Chap. XII]. The countability of G is now a consequeuce of the following result 
which is due to B. Wehrfritz. 
Proposition 3.6. Let B be a locally finite group such that ever-v finite p-subgroup, 
for every prime p, is either cyclic or generalised quaternion. Then G is countable. 
Proof. If G does not contain a generalised quaternion subgroup then G is locally 
metacyclic [9, Chap. V]. Then G is meta-locally cyclic and so it is BIntable. Now 
let G contain a generalised quaternion subgroup. By [8, I A.41 there is an involution 
iE G so that (i)OG = G, where OG is the greatest normal subgroup of G consisting 
of elements of odd order. Let now G = G/(i)OG. Clearly the 2-subgroups of @ are 
locally dihedral or locally cyclic. So by 18, Theorem 4.191 one of the following 
statements holds: 
(i) &‘OG is locally cyclic or locally dihedral. 
(ii) :?/Oe is isomorphic to the alternating group of degree seven. 
(iii) There exists a locally finite field F of odd characteristic such that the factor 
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is isomorphic to a subgroup of the group WL(2,F) containing 
is countable. Now let H/(i)OG = Oc. Since the elements of OG are 
of odd order it follows th t every finite p-subgroup: of H is cyclic, hence by the first 
case W is ~ou~table~ the esult now follows. 
m Proposition 3. and Corollary 2.3 we obtain: 
TheeWin 3.7. torsion group G’ has period g after 1 -stq if and onl,, if G is a cmn- 
table local/y Jnite group and wwy finite subgroup q f G has pekd q. 
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